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Further questions have recently been raised regarding the security of data around smart meters.

It has recently been revealed that smart meters commonly used across some European countries can be 
easily compromised with relatively simply hacks, creating more concern for the rollout of meters in the UK 
and other counties.

In reality, the UK can breathe a sigh a of relief as cyber security technologies being used on our shores is of 
a superior spec and far less vulnerable to cyber attack, however, this has again brought the issue of cyber 
security to the forefront of the ongoing smart saga. 

It’s not exactly news that the vast amount of consumer data that will be generated by smart metering is 
highly valuable to marketeers – do we really think that Google are interested in delivering more efficient 
power to homes and business’s, or are they simply aware of the vast amount of consumer data there is to be 
harvested?

It is with the consumer in mind that the energy and utilities providers are increasingly leaning on their 
advisory consulting partners to guide them through the process of how best to engage with their B2B and 
C2C customer base. This has seen a number of niche practices being created in the Energy and Utilities 
Consulting landscape. Individuals with Energy & Utilities experience possessing rare combinations of skills 
such as Marketing, CRM, Mobile and Digital Transformation highly sought after and extremely difficult to find.            
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